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Figure 2. Emission line �ux maps of SBS 0335� 052E: HeII � 4686, [OI] � 6300, [NII] � 6584, H� , [O III ] � 5007, [SII] � 6717 + 6731. For display purposes,
all maps have been smoothed with a� = 1 pixel (0.2 arcsec) Gaussian Kernel, and are presented in logarithmic scale. Isocontours of the HeII � 4686 emission
line �ux are shown overplotted for reference. The maps for the weakest lines (left-hand column) show a smaller FoV in comparison to the brightest ones
(right-hand column) for better visualization. North is up and east to the left.
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Figure 4. Flux-calibrated 1D spectra of the selected HeII-emitting regions and the integrated spectrum of SBS 0335Š 052E (see the text for details). A
zoom-in of the wavelength range� 4670�5200 ¯is also displayed. The spectra are in units of 10Š16 ergsŠ1�a cmŠ2 ¯ Š1.
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The extended HeII � 4686 emission in SBS 0335-052E1091

Figure 8. Top panel: Nebular HeII � 4686 map centered on the massive young SSCs whose positions are represented by the white countours. The crosses
indicate the location of the WR knots detected in this work. Bottom row: spectra showing the WR bumps. Bottom left-hand panel: spectrum of the spaxel
nearby SSC#3, indicated by the green cross in the top panel; Bottom righthand panel: spectrum obtained by adding the emission from the 3 spaxels marked
with black crosses in the top panel.

this corresponds to an equivalent number of� 7 WCEs in each
WR knot, i.e. a total of 14 WCEs in SBS 0335Š 052E. From
these 14 WCEs, a total �ux of Q(HeII)= 4.4 × 1048 photon sŠ1 is
expected (assuming Q(HeII)= 1047.5photon sŠ1 for one IZw18-like
WCE; Crowther & Had�eld2006). This is about 500 times lower
than the Q(HeII)HeIIŠMB= 2.25× 1051 for the HeII main body re-
gion, and a factor of� 700 lower than the Q(HeII)Int= 3.17× 1051

derived from our data.
Based on the WCE models by Crowther & Had�eld (2006),

therefore, more than 7000 WRs are required to explain the HeII-
ionization budget measured. Such a very large WR population is
not supported by state-of-the-art stellar evolutionary models for
(single and binary) massive stars in metal-poor environments (see
e.g. Leitherer et al.2014; Eldridge et al.2017, and references
therein), and it is not compatible with the total stellar mass of
the six SSCs (M� , SSCs� 5.6 × 106 M� ; Reines et al.2008) where
the star formation in SBS 0335Š 052E is mostly concentrated;
assuming a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF; Salpeter1955)
with Mup= 150 M� (Mup= 300 M� ), a cluster with> 7 (5) times
the SSCs total mass would be needed to produce> 7000 WRs in
SBS 0335Š 052E. Moreover, the nebular HeII � 4686 emission is
by far more extended than the places occupied by the WR knots
(see Fig.8). Based on IFS studies, we have observed similar cases
of spatial offset between WRs and HeII � 4686-emitting regions for
other nearby, metal-poor SF galaxies (see Kehrig et al.2008, 2013,
2015). All this indicates that, although the contribution from WRs
to HeII-ionization cannot be disregarded, they are not exclusively
responsible for the HeII � 4686 emission in SBS 0335Š 052E, in

line with other metal-de�cient galaxies as mentioned above. The
evolution of massive stars into WR stars is not well understood,
and the number of WRs derived here is limited to the current avail-
able models for metal-poor WRs which suffer from still unresolved
uncertainties (see e.g. Smith, Norris & Crowther2002; Vink & de
Koter2005; Crowther & Had�eld2006; Crowther2007; Maeder &
Meynet2012).

Considering hot massive stars to be the primary source of He+-
ionizing photons in SBS 0335Š 052E, as our IFS observations
indicate, we need to investigate other types of stars besides WRs. Al-
though classical nebulae ionized by O stars having Teff< 55 000 K
are not expected to produce strong He++, certain O stars are pre-
dicted to be hot enough to ionize HeII (Kudritzki 2002). Accord-
ing to the hottest models (Te= 60 000K) of massive O stars at Z
� 3 per cent (i.e. the SBS 0335Š 052E metallicity) by Kudritzki
(2002), we infer that� 16 000 stars with 150 M� (with predicted
Q(HeII) 	 1.9 × 1047 photon sŠ1 each; see �g.12 from Kudritzki
2002) are required to explain the derived Q(HeII)Int budget. Alter-
natively, if we take the 300 M� star hottest models (with Q(HeII)
	 9 × 1048 photon sŠ1 each),� 360 of these stars would be needed
to produce the observed Q(HeII)Int. For a Salpeter IMF, 16 000 stars
with 145 � M � /M� � 155 would imply a cluster with> 270 ×
M � , SSCs; on the other hand, 360 stars with 290� M � /M� � 310
requires a cluster mass of� 16 × M � , SSCs. A Kroupa IMF (Kroupa
2001) does not solve the cluster mass issue neither.

Work in recent years has shown that rotation is a key ingredient
in shaping the evolution of massive stars with very low metallicities
(Z < SMC metallicity down to Population III stars; see Meynet
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